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 Brenda Brewer: (10/4/2018 08:27) Good day!  Welcome to SSR2 Plenary Call #46 on 4 October 

2018 @ 14:00 UTC. 

  Brenda Brewer: (08:27) Please note this meeting will be recorded. When not speaking, mute 

your phones by pressing *6. Press *6 to unmute.  Thank you. 

  Steve Conte: (08:55) Apologies, but I'll need to drop off early today at 40min past the hour 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (08:56) Hi Everyone good Evening 

  Brenda Brewer: (09:08) Mr Matogoro has joined. 

  Laurin: (09:13) Sorry my audio is really bad, I have trouble hearing what people are saying. Is 

outgoing voice clear?  

  Jennifer Bryce: (09:13) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-

3A__doodle.com_poll_8ew3ugdg9aghr8yf&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbP

SS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=kbiQDH54980u4nTPfwdloDLY6-

6F24x0ArAvhdeDvvc&m=yyvLFH5wTeL3n67qeFfdiBOhxYqWmlyijD7KyOLjVb0&s=4Mlp

Udim4kGLdSbfJ-qDom8LIjyijipcOwvzo8xhyGY&e= 

  Steve Conte: (09:13) yes Laurin, I can hear you fine (for now) :) 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:22) we can assess if they exist 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:22) we can assess if they are active 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:22) we can't assess their effectiveness imo 

  Laurin: (09:23) Agreed norm, my point was that we can see that ICANN reached out etc but not 

if these relationships work effectively.  

  Norm Ritchie: (09:23) yup 

  Matogoro: (09:24) Joined late, still following up 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:24) i was was "yupping" to your comment :) 

  Norm Ritchie: (09:27) its kinda motherhood 

  Denise: (09:27) i agree 

  Laurin: (09:27) I dropped.  

  Laurin: (09:28) I will call out again!  

  Matogoro: (09:28) oh, sorry 

  Matogoro: (09:28) I am lagging behind 
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  Laurin: (09:28) My call out is silent.  

  Matogoro: (09:29) We are discussing recommendation 5, right? 

  Laurin: (09:29)  can you go ahead while I try to get back in? 

  kc: (09:29) i also got disconnected 

  kc: (09:29) on the call part.  will just listen and type comments.  

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (09:30) same for me as well  

  Matogoro: (09:30) Laurin, the sound is not clear 

  Laurin: (09:30) argh! 

  Denise: (09:30) i'm good 

  Laurin: (09:31) +1 

  Naveed: (09:31) fine for me 

  kc: (09:31) comment from kc: who is definiting 'effective', what is the metric, and how do we 

measure it... i 

  kc: (09:32) i am reluctant to invest very much WG (or at least my own) time evaluating 

recommendatians that we would word in a much  more measurable way 

  kc: (09:33) hold on will get voice 

  kc: (09:33) come back to this later, it will take me a bit 

  Laurin: (09:36) Lost audio again, calling out...  

  Matogoro: (09:36) We might need to assess what situation existence before and what changed 

after the implementation 

  Laurin: (09:36) I can hgear you!  

  Steve Conte: (09:40) I have to drop off.  Have a good [insert time of day] all 

  Denise: (09:40) yes 

  Laurin: (09:48) Matogoro, go ahead?  

  Matogoro: (09:50) I am having a challenge on the way we are reviewing these 

recommendations. We are just assessing wording from the document. Do we plan to have time to 

assess what was the situation before these recommendation and after changed after the 

recommendation. In that way we will be able to give out SMART recommendations. I support 

ALAN advice in his email 

  Matogoro: (09:52) Yes 

  Matogoro: (09:53) Sorry 



  Matogoro: (09:55) sure. I support that 

  Naveed: (09:55) I volunteer to work with Denise on the workplan structure 

  Denise: (09:55) great! 

  Matogoro: (09:57) sound great to me 

  Matogoro: (09:58) thanks and bye 

  Denise: (09:58) Thank you Laurin et al. Thanks staff. 

  Ram Krishna Pariyar: (09:58) thank you 

  Naveed: (09:58) Thanks 

  Laurin: (09:58) bye all! sorry for my struggles 

 

 


